
Taking Up Space
Taking in Space



Live Art & Installation
This artwork questions what is an art school and what
does it provide? Examining the methods by which it
bestows opportunities for creativity and sharing that
artistry. It also questions the hierarchy of art institutions,
who is allowed to be creative and who can exhibit. Space
in Manchester City Centre is increasingly occupied by
commerce, with free and public space becoming smaller
and more restricted or regulated. With this in mind, we
consider the value and importance of 'space as a gift’ for
everyone living and passing through the city. The artwork
highlights opportunities for people to use space as they
would like, decommercialising and questioning ownership
and hierarchy over space. Who is seen? Who takes up
space?

Artists
Students from Manchester School of Art:
Jaz Percy, Sophie Hawkins, Meriel Price, Elinor Black
and Francesca Brugola, with Maya Chowdhry

Location: St Peter’s Square, Manchester Art Gallery

Materials Exchange
In response to the difficult social, political, and economic
situation occurring around the world the purpose of this
exchange is to support the creation, engagement, and
sustainability of an artist practise. This is a supportive
platform transforming and materialising the idea of a
‘free exchange’ though collective distribution of useful
donated, scavenged, and gathered objects. It provides an
opportunity to start a new dialogue connecting people
and objects in the artworld within the wider community.
Extending beyond a physical exchange, our expanded
concept also incorporates the movement and gifting of
other materials such as knowledge, experience and
thought, through interaction and conversation.

Please take and freely make.

Donations fromManchester Art Gallery, Home,
Cass Art, Dojo and Generation Gallery



Empirical Eye 2022

Sophie Hawkins

Sight

Staring at the beauty of an unusual, interconnected link,

Somehow everything moves coherently, perhaps too in
sync,

A pink apple, a green pear…

Stop it you know better, don’t stare,

Taking in people, and people in this space,

Constantly moving, fussing, an eternal rat race,

Distracted by a flicker of light and a stream of digital
signs,

The sip of a coffee, the push of a bike, even the pigeons
don’t seem to mind,

Perking his lips and pressing his keys,

The man with his saxophone puts me at ease,

People unconsciously walk by, while he’s asking for
crumbs,

From what I can see, we need to question, what have we
become.

Empirical Nose 2022

Sophie Hawkins

Smell

Breathing in the beauty of western desire,

Maybe coffee, no cake, a sweet scent on professional
attire,

Moggy air and a Smokey breath all in a small space,

Challenges the beauty of natures true taste,

It comes in waves of freshness and haze,

Cherry, apple, blueberry Vape... hmm the latest craze,

Its rather warm this evening, I get a sharp smell of sweat,

Did I put deodorant on? Oops regret,

A potent aroma at the heart of the square,

A floral garden, where pigeons bathe, everyone beware,

It’s an unusual atmosphere in this place,

But I like how we all congregate and enjoy the space.



Empirical Ear 2022

Sophie Hawkins

Sound

Listening to the beauty of an earnest evening sound,

An up-tempo beat as I walk around,

A gentleman playing his harmonic saxophone,

Reminding us all, we are not alone,

In Step, in Sync with a silent beat,

Taking in the tip taps of a poignant pigeon’s feet,

People gliding, sliding, and arriving, side by side,

Though the benevolent evening wind, a soft tide,

A mechanical shudder, beeping its horn,

Quite harsh, interrupting the melody, it stops, forlorn,

Vocals, ‘Ya-ha-hooo’, a jingle, a humming of laughter
and chatter,

I must say, these outside noises make me much happier.

Empirical Hand 2022

Sophie Hawkins

Touch

Feeling the beauty of this manmade palace,

The concrete wall, sharp corners a mark of human
malice,

A cold steel and iron growing out of the ground,

Forcing its people to dodge, duck, and weave their way
around,

This landscape is owned, thus not free to grow,

I feel the bodies, shapes and movement is all for show,

The flat surface is kind and thoughtfully even,

This city is so tall and expanding, a new dream to believe
in,

Protected by the height, there is no wind or rain,

I question, in 10 years what of the natural world will
remain?

Stroking the bristly bark of a tree which stands alone,

I empathise, as it accepts its fatal forever home.



Poke 2022
Jaz Percy
Touch

The cold, smooth wood of bench is somehow inviting. It’s
so very cold, with its unfriendly, metal bits. Weird, velvety
blossom petals drift aimlessly in the breeze, landing on
those spikey, metal grates around the base of the trees.
Freezing fingers caress the fluff of hood fur, grateful for
the warmth of layers. There is that numbness we feel
through thinness of socks and shoes, we all must just keep
moving.

Sniff 2022
Jaz Percy
Smell

Stale cigarettes,
A hint of chips,
Perfume that is far too sweet – sickly



Tune In 2022
Jaz Percy
Sound

Tram horn, tram trundle, Spanish phone call, bus wheels,
vehicle exhaust coughing and spluttering in a COVID-
like manner. Snippets of conversation are interrupted by
the heavy sigh of the tram doors opening. A buzz of tram
electricity indicates its authority as the countdown
bleeping commences. The wailing siren of one mini
ambulance overpowers a strong Mancunian accent, and
they fly away with a freewheel spin. Then the tram doors
clunk, followed by a jumping child’s shoes and a cluck of
amusement, a laugh, a car horn. Plonk! The man drags
his umbrella tip, tracing an invisible line, his journey
along the ground. Finally, the automated tram
announcement informs the square that there will be
another one in no time. The wait commences – The scuff
of shoes and a suppressed cough and we wait.

Peep 2022
Jaz Percy
Sight

An Ebike zips past as the couples stand on the platform,
vaper wafts skywards, and the red tape billows in the
wind. Trees sprout out of the concrete with their purple
blossoms. Tram! A Yellow raincoat, lanyard around her
neck, hurries across the washed-out stone. Amber lights
flash; closed shoes, different styles of bag. Cocooned, a
baby is ferried away in pram, pushed by a pair of weird
‘fashionable’ trainers. The weather-precautionary brollies
are in abundance at this moment. Anticipating a healthy
dose of classic Manchester weather. The Library, signage,
a red phone box, all of which can be enjoyed from the
comfort of the long communal benches in the square. A
machine spits out your ticket away from this place. The
boom box man in his bucket hat rides his bike on the
pavement, where is our buddy heading today?



Stare 2022
Meriel Price
Aroma installation

stale reek of fag ends rich earthy rotting base with a
pungent stab of

decay musty sweet stuffy warm emanating

coffee stare rise recoil smell again solid

liquid gas

entering nauseating

eating remnants rest

“U” 2022
Meriel Price
Fleeting site-specific performance

fat, muscle, bone, enamel, tissue, blood, lymph, urine,
gas, skin, bacteria

A stationary figure briefly considering black text on a
white square. State and attire of figure ephemeral,
changing with weather and seasons. Figure upright,
occupying transitional space, neither arrived nor
departing, an unexpected pause in daily routine.
Unplanned and spontaneous soon moving on again,
tracing a path across square at will. Empty space filled by
another, each a unique and extraordinary performance



Collaboration 2022
Meriel Price
Sound installation

Seated figures.
Utterances and articulations emerge, merge and
Some familiar, others
scripted chorus of
solo
duo
trio
murmurunintelligiblemurmurmurmur
dynamic shift performers enter or leave the
sSTOPp

tram

laughter seated silence one sided con
waiting

Cube 2022
Meriel Price
Tactile organic and man-made collage.

Discarded daily waste infiltrates plant life. Subject to the
elements, evolving over time. New becoming old, smooth
becoming rough, small growing larger, matter
disintegrating. Unintended meeting of materials. New
contributions contrast fresh surfaces with old weathered
eroded. Sensation shifts



Legs 2022
Francesca Brugola
Smell

damp smell

the liquorice scent of freshly spit chewing gum on the
ground

smell of coffee, not very intense

typical smell of a Greggs pastry

(imagining the smell of those two pigeons:) they smell
sour and warm

smell of feet moving ceaselessly

smell of indiscriminate food scraps on the ground

smell of tram and bicycle brakes

smell of a crowded square (does the smell of a square
change when it is empty?)

smell of iron in the sunlight

smell of evaporating water from a puddle

smell of a cigarette end giving melancholy

Chest 2022
Francesca Brugola
Sight

six horizontal lines

seven wooden board

five segments

six wooden board of the same size and a bigger one

two protruding elements

two flat sides

two rounded sides

metallic colour

dark brown

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

arms prints

breadcrumbs

water droplets



Bum 2022
Francesca Brugola
Touch

cold

wet

the stone is coarse

smooth shape

domed surface

tiny holes

coarseness

warm (someone just stood up leaving a warm seat space
available for someone else)

wood

moisture

a warm unknown hand

Back 2022
Francesca Brugola
Sound
crunch of wooden bars

gnik gnik

random voices of random people

different accents

Oh hey!

dull sound

cotton rubbing against wood

music

Hold my …

skin rubbing against wood

eh --- ou ---

pigeon feet land on a wooden plank

click

voices of people talking at the phone (or are they talking
to themselves?)

[…] indefinite sounds

(is a language even if it is not perceptible?)

goo-

ahah



Hark 2022
Maya Chowdhry
Sound

A vortex of sucking and dragging clouds that reaches my
ears in puffs of low frequency gasps, until the sound
evaporates and metal on metal grinding crashes my focus.

The scuttling and scurrying clicks of stilettos on
pavement drumming the rush-hour, upended feet
propelled somewhere.

Meanwhile garbled conversations drip into my sphere of
overhearing, mouth to phone the atoms of voice whisked
away into another ear, spitting vowels and consonants in
a steady dribble of office gossip:
‘Did she really say that?’
floats off with its human mouth-piece,
to be replaced by
‘I don’t think that’s true’
punctuated by the warning horn of a tram approaching.

Peer 2022
Maya Chowdhry
Sight

Trees try to reach beyond the city, drape the wet
pavements with their delicate shadows. A woman shrinks
under an umbrella, avoids my gaze as she traverses the
square. From diagonality a man on the phone doesn’t see
how winter rain and the north wind has pasted patches
of moss in rivulets. Red brick buildings are interrupted by
low cloud that fades into the pale blue beyond the rain. A
tapestry of Paulownia Tormentosa branches with lilac
blossoms majestically hold their space.
The sun comes out haloing the blue hair of a cyclist out-
cycling the tram.
Four layers of checkered windows watch a tourist
photographing the columned portico of the library.
A pair of neon coats. Hazard tape around a fellow tree.
All kinds of hunched shoulders.
The bobbing head of a limping pigeon pecking the
pavement with hope.
A shopping trolley holding up a silver-haired woman.
Bobble hats and hĳabs.
A sign to tell you where you’ve arrived.



Feel 2022
Maya Chowdhry
Touch

Hand presses, leans, senses temperature, moisture, being.
Fingers spread admiring the place skin meets outer
woody layer.

Hand listens with fingerprint, until bark gives way to the
velvet of moss, the ridge of a fissure where branch was
coppiced, a sound-knot without decay.

Hand travels around trunk as if searching for a language
hand can understand. As if the friction ridges might
listen for a tear, a crease, an opening of whorl loops
where porosity hides.

Then fingertips drawn to the places your species have
carved names. First with the blunt nails of finger-ends,
and then the tip of a key.

Tree shoulders these welts in undecipherable alphabets.

Whiff 2022
Maya Chowdhry
Smell

Expecting woody as I lean in but what is whiffed is my
rancid breath, replaced by the mouldering of tree blooms
decaying into making room for what fruits, into fragrance
evaporating with the dominance of petrol fumes
competing with diesel.
Branches bearing moss, earthy and alive, despite the
suffocation of city pollution.

The smell of jeans infusing worn wood, a damp people
bouquet, fusty old clothes on young lives. Some type of
creosote that has infused the planks into staying long past
their slow death.

The grease from restaurant extractor fans on the breeze,
teenage aftershave, something sweet, maybe fried and
sugary donuts, let me smell your milkshake wafts by a
sickly uriney blend.

Almost sun on stone, does it have a scent?



Monkey See 2022
Elinor Black
Sight

Trees, pigeon, flats that are wet, hoods, pink hair, bubble
jackets and hats and smoking and trams. Many people on
phones, people doing a saunter, yes and no conversations,
balding man who walks away. Everyone is now on their
phones. People that walk in unison very slowly. Red scarf,
blue hat, coffee cup, tram, ruck sack, tesco bag, long pony
tail and sandwiches x 2. Baby blue suit case, small child,
trees that are still in winter, lots of black clothes, a girl in
active wear, a black hood, black shoes, black court shoes,
tesco bag, woman with broken arm that looks cold, long
blonde locks, knee high boots.

Monkey Hear 2022
Elinor Black
Sound

Phone moving, wind, tram horn, birds cheeping, blips of
conversation, a bird trilling really loudly, it wants to be
heard, its really singing louder and louder, interference,
that sound like static, ‘im going mmmm HAHAHAHA,
no this one’ wind, a sniff, wind, ‘and me, have you,
mmhmm’, clearing of throat, wind, a coat zip, a pigeons
coo coo, static, wind, only static, high heels clip clopping
in quick succession



Monkey Smell 2022
Elinor Black
Smell

Sweet, sweet coffee

Bitter, bitter coffee

Cinnamon.

Sweat.

Sweaty cinnamon buns.

A scent of wet runners dripping sweat.

Monkey Feel 2022
Elinor Black
Touch

Rough, smooth, floors aren’t meant to be smooth are
they? Cold, really cold. Salt of the earth cold. Scratchy,
fingerprints could tear. Spiky, no not spikes but shears,
points, shards, arrowheads. Battlegrounds on the
pavement.


